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Abstract: Accurate estimation of offshore wind turbine (OWT) modal parameters has a prominent
effect on the design loads, lifetime prediction, and dynamic response of the system. Modal parameters
can vary during the operation of OWTs. This paper studies the variation and sensitivity analysis
of an OWT’s modal parameters with respect to operational and environmental conditions. Three
finite element models of a jacket-supported OWT at the Block Island Wind Farm are created within
the OpenSees, SAP2000, and OpenFAST platforms and validated using experimental measurements.
The OpenFAST model is used to simulate the modal parameters of the turbine under various wind
speed, rotor speed, power, yaw angle, mean sea level, blade pitch angle, and soil spring values. The
model-predicted modal parameters of the first fore–aft (FA) and side–side (SS) modes are compared
to those identified from experimental measurements. Results from the simulations show that the
first FA natural frequency and damping ratio mostly depend on the rotor speed and wind speed,
respectively, while yaw angle and mean sea level do not have a visible effect. It is observed that there
is about 8% stiffening in the first FA frequency and an aerodynamic damping of 7.5% during the
operation of the OWT.

Keywords: fixed-bottom offshore wind turbine; jacket substructure; modal identification; modal
parameters; sensitivity analysis; Campbell diagram; operational conditions; continuous vibration
monitoring; Block Island Wind Farm

1. Introduction

Approximately 40 offshore wind projects are currently under development across
the United States. The Biden administration’s goal is to deploy 30 GW of offshore wind
energy in the United States by 2030 [1]. The new offshore wind farms will take advantage of
recently developed larger and more efficient turbines. GE Renewable Energy has developed
Haliade-X 14-MW with a rotor diameter of 220 m and a blade length of 107 m [2]. Vestas
plans to install a 15-MW offshore wind turbine prototype, known as V236-15-MW, at a
facility in Denmark in 2023. The turbine will stand 280 m tall, with a rotor diameter of
236 m. Due to the rapid development of larger offshore wind turbines (OWTs) and the
growth in the offshore wind industry, there is a need to have a better understanding of OWT
dynamic properties to ensure that the design of these large flexible rotors will withstand
the conditions experienced during their lifetime.

Dynamic properties of an OWT are important factors used in the design of the OWT
tower and foundation. The most important of these properties are natural frequencies and
damping ratios of the first fore–aft (FA) and side–side (SS) modes. Carswell et al. studied
the effects of foundation damping on the vibration response of OWTs [3]. Damping ratio
is a dimensionless measure of how oscillations decay in a system when disturbed from a
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static equilibrium. The damping ratio (ζ) is a modal parameter of a system that can vary
from undamped (ζ = 0) to underdamped (ζ < 1) to critically damped (ζ = 1) to overdamped
(ζ > 1) [4]. The accurate estimation of the wind turbine natural frequencies and damping has
a pronounced effect on the design loads, lifetime prediction, and dynamic response of the
system [5]. In the design of jacket-supported OWTs, the resonance effects of wind and wave
loads should be avoided, and a dynamic response analysis of the structure is necessary [6,7].
While the modal parameters are assumed as constants during the design, they actually can
vary during the operation of OWTs. This study investigates the variation and sensitivities
of these important dynamic properties with respect to operational conditions such as wind
speed, rotor speed, power, yaw, and pitch as well as soil stiffness. Accurately modeling
this relationship will help designers and owners better understand the OWT’s dynamic
response in different operational conditions and therefore help them with better fatigue
life estimation. Modal parameters of linear dynamic systems can be identified using
measurements collected from vibration sensors that are installed on the structure or using
noncontact image-based sensors [8–13]. The natural frequencies of the first FA/SS modes
of an OWT are fundamental parameters for the design of the tower and the foundation. In
order to avoid the resonance of the operating turbine, the natural frequency of the FA/SS
modes should be kept at a reasonable distance from the rotor frequency excitation bands
and the external loading excitation bands, shown in Figure 1. The spinning of the rotor
causes cyclic excitation at the rotor frequency, commonly referred to as “1P”. Additionally,
having n blades induces a blade passing frequency to the tower of the OWT, known as “3P”
for three-bladed turbines. Therefore, ranges of the 1P and 3P frequencies (and often their
multiples, such as 6P and 9P) are potential excitation ranges to be avoided.
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Figure 1. Normalized power spectral density for typical wind and wave loads, and the range of
rotor-induced excitation ranges (1P and 3P ranges) to avoid resonance of the Block Island OWT.

Det Norske Veritas (DNV) code suggests that the first natural frequency should not
be within 10% of the 1P and 3P ranges [14]. Waves also excite the system within a narrow
range of low frequencies (about 0.1 Hz in Figure 1) that must be avoided to reduce the
fatigue of the support structure [15]. The wind excites the system over a wide range of
frequencies, and the loads are critical for the fatigue of the rotor nacelle assembly (RNA)
and the support structure. The natural frequency of the first bending mode (f 0), which
is often the same for the FA and SS directions, should therefore lie within three possible
regions: soft–soft, soft–stiff (the common one), and stiff–stiff, as shown in Figure 1. Three
design types are: (a) soft–soft design where f 0 ≤ f1P,min in which the structure is very
flexible, (b) soft–stiff design, meaning the f 0 lies between 1P and 3P with safety margins
(f1P,max ≤ f 0 ≤ f3P,min), and (c) stiff–stiff design where f 0 > f3P,max with a very stiff support
structure. The stiff–stiff design is considered a conservative design and requires a very stiff
and massive tower and foundation with a higher cost of construction and installation than
a soft–stiff support structure design. So, the soft–stiff design is the economical solution
for avoiding the resonance of the wind turbine system. The optimal design of a wind
turbine system requires the consideration of any change in the system frequency due to
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the environmental/operational conditions, which is discussed in this paper. The OWT’s
dynamic response to wind and wave loads also depends on the natural frequency of
the wind turbine system due to the dynamic nature of the loads and the relatively low
first frequency of the system. A fatigue assessment can be performed for the OWT using
environmental conditions during its service lifetime by continuous monitoring during the
operation of the OWT [16,17].

Several studies can be found in the literature that focus on modeling or modal identifi-
cation of OWTs. Bouzid et al. developed a finite element (FE) model of an installed OWT
with monopile considering soil–structure interaction and found a great match between the
measured and predicted natural frequencies [18]. Liu et al. performed the load analysis of
a 5-MW wind turbine and showed that aerodynamic damping could significantly affect
the structural response of the operating turbine and the tower vibrations that would affect
the lifetime fatigue loads of the tower [19]. Yeter et al. [20] studied the FE model of a
scaled Vestas 2-MW wind turbine (5 MW) with a tripod support structure to determine the
stress transfer functions of the fatigue hotspots and used them for the fatigue assessment
of the foundation. In [21], Yeter et al. analyzed the experimental measurements along
with an FE model of a jacket structure to perform model updating and damage identifi-
cation based on modal flexibility. Fatigue assessment of fixed-bottom wind turbines is
studied by many researchers by using FE models, numerical simulations, or experimental
measurements [22–25].

Operational conditions such as rotor speed and blade pitch and environmental con-
ditions such as wind speed, yaw angle, rotor speed, mean sea level, blade pitch, and
wind and wave loads have been shown to affect the wind turbine’s modal parameters.
Dong et al. [26] studied the structural vibration characteristics of a 2.5-MW OWT prototype
with a composite bucket under different operational conditions and extreme typhoon status
by analyzing the observed vibration response data. They concluded that the structural vi-
bration showed a positive correlation with the wind speed in standstill conditions, wherein
the wind turbine was affected only by the environmental excitations. As the wind speed
increased, the OWT structure vibrated more severely, and the dominant frequencies varied
between 0.317 Hz and 0.344 Hz. Noren-Cosgriff and Kaynia [27] studied the first natural
frequencies and damping ratios of a 3.6-MW monopile-supported OWT in the North Sea
that was affected by environmental loads from wave and wind as well as nonlinear soil
behavior. They used linear regression to model the variation of the natural frequencies
based on measured data. Their results showed that during a storm event, the first natural
frequency decreased as load increased until the storm peak and then increased after the
storm. Hu et al. [28] monitored a 5-MW OWT for two years and studied the environmental
and operational effects on the dynamic properties of the turbine. They showed that the
observed frequency varied due to the operation of the rotor blades and the nacelle position.
The first bending modes in FA and SS were found to be closely spaced with the same mode
shapes but in perpendicular directions.

A Campbell diagram is a classical way to show the relationship between forcing
mechanisms in rotary machinery as a function of the rotation rate of the system, relative
to important system resonances over the system’s operating range [29]. Peterson et al.
assumed a constant value for the support structure’s first two lateral modes for all rotor
speeds in the Campbell diagram for a representative OWT design [29]. Jonkman [30]
studied the Campbell diagram for a National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 5-MW
reference OWT spinning in a vacuum condition in the absence of aerodynamics. Based
on this numerical study of the OpenFAST model, Jonkman showed that in the vacuum
condition, tower FA and SS bending modes had natural frequencies that were independent
of rotor speed [31]. Meng et al. [32] studied the centrifugal stiffening effect for the NREL
5-MW reference turbine and found that it had a great impact on the fundamental frequency
of the blade (10% increase in frequency) but had less impact on other modal frequencies.
Prowell et al. constructed an experimentally validated wind turbine system of an onshore
65-kW wind turbine in both OpenFAST and OpenSees [33]. By comparing the models,
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they showed the capability of OpenFAST to simulate earthquake excitations. Chen et al.
studied an aerodynamic damping matrix that can be used in finite element (FE) modeling of
wind turbines considering rotor–tower interaction [34]. The damping matrix components
described the key features of the coupling behavior between FA and SS vibrations of the
wind turbine. They assumed that the vibration and aerodynamics were decoupled, so the
aerodynamic calculation was carried out separately, based on the modified NREL 5-MW
reference onshore wind turbine. They indicated that coupling between FA and SS directions
had a significant influence on the damping in both FA and SS directions. The FA damping
ratio was about 7% at a wind speed of 13 m/s, and it was reduced by increasing the wind
speed. For a wind speed of 20 m/s in the coupled FA/SS directions, there was a significant
reduction of more than 50% for the damping ratios comparing to the decoupled case.

This study creates a multiphysics model in OpenFAST to investigate the effects of
different operational conditions such as the ones found during standstill and normal
operations, as well as different environmental conditions, on the modal parameters of the
OWTs in the Block Island Wind Farm (BIWF) located in New Shoreham, RI, USA. The
changes in modal parameters predicted from numerical models are compared to those
observed in the field from continuous monitoring of the turbine. Although several studies
have been performed on the sensitivity of the natural frequency of fixed-bottom OWTs,
there is a gap in the literature related to the sensitivity of the first natural frequency and
damping ratio of the jacket-supported OWT to operational/environmental conditions and
comparison with field measurements. To fill this gap, we develop a multiphysics OpenFAST
model of the 6-MW fixed-bottom jacket-supported OWT at the BIWF (see Figure 2), which
enables us to simulate several environmental and operational conditions. The modeling
takes advantage of existing modules of OpenFAST, including ElastoDyn, SubDyn, AeroDyn,
HydroDyn, and InflowWind [35]. We compare the simulation results with the measured
data to compare the trends predicted in the model with those observed in the data. We
also develop two FE models of this OWT in OpenSees and SAP2000 structural analysis
platforms and compare their modal parameters with the OpenFAST model. OpenSees is an
object-oriented framework for FE analysis [36], which is extensively used in earthquake
engineering [37–40] and soil–pile interaction modeling [41]. In this study, we also evaluate
the effects of blade pitching and the aerodynamic damping and stiffening effects on the
wind turbine structure.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. B2 OWT at the BIWF

The BIWF consists of five GE Haliade 6-MW turbines mounted on jacket support
structures located approximately 3 miles southeast of Block Island in Rhode Island state
waters. Completed in 2016, the BIWF is the first offshore wind farm built and operated
in the USA. The turbines are labeled B1 to B5, and B2 is the focus of investigation in
this paper because vibration sensors were mounted onto this turbine. In this section, the
structural information of the B2 turbine, its instrumentation and monitoring system, and
the operational modal analysis (OMA) of this wind turbine system are explained.

2.1.1. B2 OWT Structural Information

The B2 OWT consists of blades, tower, jacket, nacelle, hub, and drivetrain. Detailed
properties of the blades and drivetrain were not available from the manufacturer for the
B2 turbine, so most of them were scaled from the NREL 5-MW reference turbine [42]. The
mass of three blades is 80 tons, each blade is 73 m in length, and the mass density along
their length is scaled from the NREL 5-MW blade properties based on the ratio of the chord
between the two turbine blades. The same airfoils as the NREL 5-MW turbine are used for
the aerodynamic properties of the blades.

The jacket and tower are made of steel, and their geometries are extracted from the
design drawings. The tower is 80 m tall and has a varying diameter and thickness along its
height. It consists of circular tube sections with a base diameter of 6 m with wall thickness
of 42 mm and a top diameter of 4 m with wall thickness of 38 mm. The Young’s modulus of
steel is set as 200 GPa, the shear modulus is 80.8 GPa, and the effective density of the steel
is 8000 kg/m2. The jacket and tower are connected with a rigid transition piece (TP) in the
model. The TP mass is 42.8 tons and the mass of the deck legs attached to it is 38.0 tons,
leading to an assumed total mass of 80.8 tons for the TP. The RNA mass is specified as
430 tons with the center of mass 4.2 m upwind of the yaw axis and 2.1 m above the tower
top. The mass moment of inertia matrix [I] of the RNA at the tower top was computed
from the OpenFAST model as given in Equation (1). The values are not shown, as they are
protected under a nondisclosure agreement.

[I] =

Ixx Ixy Ixz
Iyx Iyy Iyz
Izx Izy Izz

kg·m2 (1)

where Ixx, Iyy, and Izz are moments of inertia, and Ixy, Iyx, Ixz, Izx, Iyz, and Izy are products of
inertia; x, y, and z are the nacelle frame coordinates, as shown later in the paper in Figure 7.

2.1.2. Instrumentation of Monitoring System and Identified Modal Parameters

The instrumentation system along the B2 turbine, including vibration sensors and
data acquisition (DAQ) system, is shown in Figure 3. The sensors include nine wired
accelerometers. The accelerometer sensors are installed on the inside of the tower at
different levels using magnetic connections. The wired accelerometers are named A1 to
A10, but A8 was not fully installed due to complications in running its cable to the DAQ
system. Sensors A1–A6 are installed in pairs at three levels and at the opposite ends of
a diagonal line on each level. Sensors A7 and A8 are installed at the deck on top of the
jacket (A8 is installed but its cable is not yet connected), and A9 and A10 are installed at
the DAQ system cabinet, which is located below the deck. Sensors A7, A8, and A10 are
biaxial accelerometers, whereas others are triaxial. The type of triaxial accelerometer is the
MonoDAQ-E-gMeter, which is a fully integrated low-noise 3D micro-electromechanical
system (MEMS) accelerometer, and the biaxial accelerometers are assembled using 2 PCB
393B04 integrated circuit piezoelectric (ICP) accelerometers mounted inside a waterproof
enclosure. Data are collected continuously and saved into files every 10 min with a sampling
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frequency of 50 Hz. More detailed information about the instrumentation can be found
in [43].
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2.1.3. System Identification Results

Experimental modal parameters, including the natural frequencies, damping ratios,
and mode shapes of the turbine, are estimated from measured vibration data using an
operational (or output-only) modal analysis (OMA) method. In this study, the data-driven
stochastic subspace identification (SSI-DATA) method [44,45], which is a well-known
OMA approach, is applied to 10 min windows of acceleration time histories over one
week of operation (21 April 2021 to 27 April 2022) and one day of idling (14 June 2021)
measurements, with a total of 588 data sets. SSI-DATA is a parametric system identification
method that fits a linear state-space model to the output-only measurements [46,47]. The
method provides estimates for the state-space matrices in a stochastic linear dynamic
formulation where input is considered unknown. The modal parameters of the system (i.e.,
natural frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes of a system) are then extracted from
the estimated state and output matrices. A detailed analysis of the data is provided in our
companion paper [47].

Through the SSI-DATA method, the first FA and SS natural frequencies and damping
ratios are identified from the measurements and plotted versus wind speed, as shown in
Figure 4. The frequencies of SS mode do not vary significantly with wind speed and the
average is 0.292 Hz. In the FA direction under the idling condition, the frequency does not
change with wind speed, but under operating (power-generation) conditions, the frequency
varies between 0.27 and 0.36 Hz with a mean value of 0.31 Hz and a standard deviation of
0.013 Hz. Moreover, the damping ratio of the first SS mode is identified at approximately
1%, and the damping ratio of the FA mode varies between 0 and 15% with a mean value
of 5.9% and a standard deviation of 3.0%. Overall, the identified natural frequencies
and damping ratios of the monitored turbine are observed to be very sensitive to the
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operational state of the turbine (idling vs. operating). The detailed system identification
results over a full year of monitoring can be found in Song et al. [47]. Song et al. also
proposed a framework for digital twinning of the B2 OWT for long-term structural health
monitoring [48].
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Figure 4. Identified first FA/SS natural frequencies and damping ratios of the B2 turbine using
experimental data of one week of operation (21 April 2021 to 27 April 2021) and one day of idling
(14 June 2021). Red stars and blue triangles are related to the idling and operating turbine, respectively.

2.2. Modeling of B2 OWT

Three models of the B2 turbine are created in the OpenSees, SAP2000, and OpenFAST
platforms. The details of the models are explained in the following subsections. The
correlation between the models and the identified modal parameters from measurements
is used to verify the models.

2.2.1. OpenSees and SAP2000 Models

Two linear elastic FE models of the B2 turbine, as shown in Figure 5, are developed
in the structural analysis software platforms OpenSees and SAP2000. The jacket and the
tower are modeled using linear elastic frame elements. The tower model is divided into
multiple elements to consider changes in cross sections. The RNA is modeled as a lumped
mass located at its center of mass and is connected to the wind turbine structure using a
rigid, massless beam at the tower top. Only the diagonal elements of the mass moment of
inertia matrix, introduced in Equation (1), are included in the FE models. The connection of
the jacket to the foundation is assumed to be fixed. The TP is modeled as rigid to connect
the tower to the substructure.

The modal parameters of the first and second FA and SS modes as well as the torsional
mode from the SAP2000 and OpenSees models are observed to be identical, which verified
the consistency and accuracy of the FE models. Figure 6 shows the mode shapes of the
SAP2000 model, which are consistent with those of the OpenSees model.
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2.2.2. OpenFAST Model

OpenFAST is a multiphysics, multifidelity tool for simulating the coupled dynamic
response of wind turbines. The tool enables the analysis of a range of wind turbine config-
urations, including two- or three-bladed horizontal-axis rotors, pitch or stall regulation,
rigid or teetering hubs, upwind or downwind rotors, and lattice or tubular towers. The
wind turbine can be modeled on land or offshore on fixed-bottom or floating substructures.
OpenFAST is written as a modular framework, wherein different modules work together as
a simulation of a wind turbine [49]. As shown in Figure 7, OpenFAST uses the coordinate
system where xg follows the nominal wind direction (positive downwind) and the z-axis is
vertical. The FA and SS directions are assumed to be in the xn and yn directions, respectively,
and are perpendicular to each other.

The RNA is modeled in the ElastoDyn module with detailed information about the
blades, hub, nacelle, and drivetrain. Certain hub, nacelle, and drivetrain properties are
estimated and scaled based on the NREL 5-MW reference turbine [42]. The structural
model is coupled with an aerodynamic model based on the blade element momentum
(BEM) theory [50,51]. SubDyn is used to model the jacket, transition piece, and tower. The
jacket and tower are modeled as steel structures in SubDyn. The tower is divided into
multiple elements with changing cross sections. All structural members are modeled using
beam elements. SubDyn uses the Craig–Bampton reduction method to reduce the degrees
of freedom compared to the full FE model [52]. In this study, eight Craig–Bampton modes
are considered. Rayleigh damping is used to model structural damping in SubDyn. For
the boundary conditions, the wind turbine is assumed fixed at the seabed. The AeroDyn
module [53] is used to simulate aerodynamic loads on the blades. The InflowWind module
is used to introduce the wind environmental conditions; we consider a steady wind speed
taken as the mean wind speed.

HydroDyn is used for calculating hydrodynamic loads on the foundation. For cal-
culating hydrodynamic loads on a structure, HydroDyn uses multiple approaches: a
potential-flow theory solution, a strip-theory solution, or a hybrid of the two [54]. The
strip-theory solution is used for this study because it is preferable for members of substruc-
tures that are small in diameter relative to a typical wavelength. The strip theory uses the
relative form of Morison’s equation that includes distributed fluid-inertia, added-mass,
and viscous-drag components. HydroDyn accounts for the effect of water on the modal
parameters of the B2 OWT by calculating the strip-theory loads on the substructure.

The modal parameters of the OpenFAST model are extracted using linearization of
the underlying nonlinear system equations [31,55]. Although the physics involved in wind
energy is nonlinear, linearization helps us to understand the system response. Since the
azimuthal position of the blades might affect the modal parameters, 12 linearization times
are performed to catch several azimuthal angles. The linearization times are times at which
the nonlinear system equations are linearized. Each simulation runs for about 600 s, and
at the end the wind turbine system is linearized at 12 linearization times corresponding
to azimuthal positions from 0◦ to 360◦ with 30◦ increments. The linear models from the
different azimuths are then averaged after applying the multiblade coordinate. A multi-
blade coordinate transformation [56] is then used to obtain the average modal parameters
from different linearization times. For all of the simulations in this study, steady airfoil
aerodynamics (no dynamic stall) is used. During linearization, we assumed frozen wake
for the dynamic wind inflow. During linearization, no waves are assumed in HydroDyn
and water is still.
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2.2.3. Model–Data Correlation

Modal parameters obtained from the OpenFAST and OpenSees models are compared
to the experimental measurements for the first and second FA and SS bending modes of
the turbine in Table 1. The identified modal parameters are averaged over 144 data sets
collected on 22 April 2021. The average and standard deviation of the identified frequencies
and the modal assurance criterion (MAC) values for comparison between mode shapes
are reported.

Table 1. Natural frequency and MAC Comparison between OpenFAST, OpenSees, and the identi-
fied modes.

Mode
OpenFAST
Freq. [Hz]
Flexible

OpenFAST
Freq. [Hz]

Rigid

OpenSees Freq.
[Hz]

Mean (std)
Identified Freq.

[Hz]

Mean (std)
MAC of

OpenFAST vs.
Identified

Mean (std)
MAC of

Opensees vs.
Identified

First SS 0.275 0.277 0.288 0.292 (0.001) 1 0.97 (0.04) 1 0.97 (0.04) 1

First FA 0.272 0.279 0.291 0.313 (0.007) 0.92 (0.06) 0.92 (0.06)
Second SS 1.66 1.60 1.54 1.98 (0.016) 0.95 (0.03) 0.97 (0.03)
Second FA 2.41 1.87 1.77 2.24 (0.076) 0.94 (0.07) 0.93 (0.07)

1 Mean (standard deviation) is computed over 144 data sets collected on 22 April 2021.

The correlation between the identified and model mode shapes is evaluated by the
MAC value, which is calculated based on Equation (2):

MAC(ϕ1, ϕ2) =

∣∣ϕ1
T × ϕ2

∣∣2
|ϕ1

T × ϕ1|·|ϕ2T × ϕ2|
(2)
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where ϕ1,ϕ2 are two mode shapes that are compared, and by design 0 ≤ MAC ≤ 1. A
MAC value of 1 means that the mode shapes are identical, and a MAC value of 0 means
perpendicular mode shapes. Here, MAC values are in the range of 0.92–0.97 which indicates
a good match between the OpenFAST model and the identified modes. The OpenSees and
SAP2000 models result in identical natural frequencies and have MAC = 1 for their mode
shapes. Therefore, only the OpenSees model is included in Table 1.

The modal parameters obtained from the OpenFAST model are presented for two
cases: rigid or flexible blades. Frequencies of the first FA/SS modes obtained for a turbine
with rigid blades are higher than the ones from the turbine with flexible blades, whereas
the second FA/SS modes have higher frequencies for a turbine with flexible blades. The
turbine with flexible blades is used in the simulations of this paper and for determining the
effect of blade flexibility on modal parameters. Some simulations with rigid blades are also
performed and are presented in Section 3.1.2. From here on, the model in OpenFAST refers
to the model with flexible blades.

The modal parameters obtained from the OpenFAST model are generally in close
agreement with their counterparts identified from the measurements, but there are also
some differences. For instance, the first SS frequency is 0.275 Hz for OpenFAST, and the
identified frequency for the same mode from measurements is 0.292 Hz, resulting in a
6% difference. The first FA frequency obtained from the OpenFAST model differs from
the identified frequency by 13%. The maximum difference between modal frequencies
between the identified and OpenFAST model is 16% (the second SS mode). The difference
between the identified and OpenFAST results may be attributable to the fact that the natural
frequency depends on the environmental and operational conditions, which is the main
focus of this study. The modal parameters of the OpenFAST model are extracted for a
parked turbine; however, the natural frequencies of the BIWF turbine are identified during
the operation and idling conditions.

Comparing the OpenFAST and OpenSees models, the frequencies are generally close
for all the considered modes. A small discrepancy is observed for the first SS mode, which
is 0.288 Hz for the OpenSees model and 0.275 Hz for OpenFAST model, resulting in a
5% difference. The maximum difference between the OpenSees and OpenFAST models
is observed for the second bending modes. The second FA frequencies are found as
2.41 Hz and 1.77 Hz for the OpenFAST and OpenSees models, respectively, which is a
36% difference. The cause of the difference may be that the OpenFAST model accounts
for blade flexibility while the OpenSees model does not include modeling of blades, and
the RNA is modeled as a rigid mass at the tower top. If the blades are assumed rigid in
the OpenFAST model, the second FA frequency will be 1.77 Hz, which is the same as the
frequency obtained from the OpenSees model. The identified frequency for the same mode
from measurements is 2.24 Hz in the idling conditions, which is 21% and 8% different
from the OpenSees and OpenFAST models, respectively. The OpenFAST model gives more
reasonable results for the second mode frequency. The mode shape comparison provides
MAC values of larger than 0.92 for all modes, so both OpenFAST and OpenSees models are
well correlated with the identified mode shapes from the data measurements.

3. Results
3.1. Numerical Sensitivity Analysis of Modal Parameters

In this section, we study the sensitivity of modal parameters (natural frequencies
and damping ratios) of the B2 OWT for various operating conditions obtained using the
numerical analysis tool OpenFAST. In Section 2.2, we validate the model of the B2 OWT
in the OpenFAST tool, which is the focus of this study, with the experimental data. The
operating conditions of the turbine (wind speed, rotor speed, and pitch angle of blades) are
available from the measured supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) data. In
this study, we select a reduced set of conditions for our numerical analyses, discussed in
Section 3.1.1. The OpenFAST model of the B2 turbine is then used to simulate the modal
parameters at these conditions. The results show that there are some aerodynamic and
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stiffening effects on the modal parameters of the first FA mode. First, we simulate the
modal parameters of the B2 OWT for typical operating conditions and study the overall
change in the modal parameters in Section 3.1.2. Second, to study the effects of individual
operating conditions on the modal parameters, we conduct a sensitivity analysis of the
modal parameters for wind speed, rotor speed, nacelle yaw angle, mean sea level, and soil
stiffness in Section 3.1.3. Finally, an analytical formulation of the damping ratio calculation
is provided to compare with the simulation results in Section 3.1.4.

3.1.1. Considered Environmental/Operational Conditions

Figure 8 shows the power curve obtained from SCADA data of the BIWF-B2 turbine
between 19 April 2021 and 29 April 2021, for a total of 1441 samples of 10-min averaged
data. The data are binned by wind speed; all the data located within a prescribed wind
speed band are averaged. In the figure, the power curve is divided into three regions.
Region 1 is where the turbine is idling (i.e., zero power generation and potential spin-up
of the rotor). Region 2 is the region where the turbine operates in conditions to maximize
the power capture for a given wind speed between the cut-in and rated wind speed. No
pitching occurs in Region 2. Region 3 is the control region where power is held constant
at its rated value, the controller actively pitches the blades, and the wind speed is greater
than or equal to the rated wind speed (11.5 m/s).
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For our numerical analyses, we select a subset of operational and environmental
conditions across the different regions. The points selected are shown in Table 2 and in
Figure 8 (where “x” indicates the points with wind speed below 20 m/s). For the data
point selected in Region 1, we assume a parked turbine, with rotor speed, wind speed,
and pitch angle of zero, and the generator degree of freedom is turned off, as if the shaft
brake was engaged. Two points in Region 2 and three points in Region 3 are selected; one
of the Region 3 points is at the boundary of Regions 2 and 3. The cut-out wind speed is
25 m/s for this turbine, at which the controller would turn off the turbine to protect it
(zero power generation); however, in this numerical sensitivity analysis, we consider wind
speeds of 27 m/s and 31 m/s with the rated rotor speed to further study the dependence of
the modal parameters with respect to wind speed and pitch angle, which are denoted by
two additional points marked with asterisks in Table 2, and the overall region above rated
wind speed is referred to as Region 3*.
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Table 2. Selected wind speeds, rotor speeds, and pitch angle of blades for OpenFAST simulations of
the B2 OWT.

Region Wind Speed (m/s) Rotor Speed (rpm) Blade Pitch (◦)

Region 1 0.0 0.0 0

Region 2
3.0 3.9 0
7.0 8.9 0
11.0 11.5 0

Region 3 *

15 11.5 9
19 11.5 14
23 11.5 19

27 * 11.5 * 24 *
31 * 11.5 * 29 *

* Non-normal operating conditions in Region 3 in which the rotor spins at the rated rpm for wind speeds greater
than the cut-out wind speed.

3.1.2. Sensitivity of Modal Parameters to Considered Conditions in OpenFAST

In this section, we investigate the sensitivity of natural frequencies and damping ratios
of the B2 OWT for typical operating conditions where wind speed, rotor speed, and pitch
vary jointly and depend on one another. There are similar studies in the literature that
focus on the variation of the blade modes, as they change significantly more with operating
conditions than the tower/system modes; however, based on our findings, the OWT system
modal parameters of the first bending modes can also change significantly. We considered
two cases in which blades are assumed to be rigid or flexible to capture the effect of the
flexibility of the blades on modal parameters. We present the results for the simulations in
Regions 1–3* in Figure 9. We observe that the first SS natural frequency and damping ratio
of the turbine do not change in Region 2, despite the change in wind speed and rotor speed.
However, the damping ratio of the first FA mode increases from 1% to 8.5% when the wind
speed changes from 0 to 11.5 m/s in both cases of flexible/rigid blades. This change is
caused by the aerodynamic damping.
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Figure 9. Campbell diagram of the B2 OWT turbine for the first FA and SS bending modes according
to the OpenFAST model, in the cases of flexible blades (1st Tower FA and 1st Tower SS) and rigid
blades (1st Tower FA-Rigid and 1st Tower SS-Rigid), and the analytical damping ratio for the first
FA mode.
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The first FA natural frequency is 0.279 Hz and 0.272 Hz when the blades are assumed
to be rigid and flexible, respectively, for a parked turbine. Flexible blades make the wind
turbine system more flexible than a rigid case in the parked condition; however, the turbine
with flexible blades becomes stiffer while in operation. The first FA frequency of the turbine
with rigid blades stays constant in Regions 2–3*. The flexibility of blades could capture the
stiffening of the turbine due to the centrifugal effect of blades. For a turbine with flexible
blades, the first FA natural frequency increases by 7% from 0.272 Hz to 0.291 Hz when the
wind speed changes from 0 to 11 m/s and the rotor speed changes from 0 to 11 rpm. The
reason for this change in frequency is probably the rotational stiffening of the blades that is
also discussed in Section 3.1.4.

In Region 3*, the rotor is spinning at its rated speed as the wind speed increases beyond
the rated speed. Again, the first SS natural frequency and damping ratio do not change
with wind speed. The natural frequency of the first FA mode increases from 0.291 Hz to
0.295 Hz when the wind speed increases from the rated speed of 11 m/s to 23 m/s. It then
increases to 0.297 Hz at the wind speed of 31 m/s. Overall, an increase of 8.5% in natural
frequency of the FA mode is observed in Region 3* compared to the parked condition.

As the wind speed increases, in both cases of rigid/flexible blades, the damping ratio
of the first FA mode stays somewhat constant between 8.5% and 9%. The aerodynamic
damping in this region does not vary significantly. As the wind speed increases, the
controller pitches the blades such that the turbine captures less energy from the wind,
which appears to limit the effect of the aerodynamic damping. The aerodynamic damping
reaches its maximum when the turbine captures the most available energy from wind in
Region 3*.

3.1.3. Sensitivity of Modal Parameters with Respect to Individual Operational Parameters

In Section 3.1.2, changes in modal parameters of the wind turbine were investigated
when rotor speed, wind speed, and pitch angle varied jointly with what was considered to
be the typical operating conditions. These joint conditions introduce centrifugal stiffening
and aerodynamic stiffening effects. In this section, we investigate the sensitivity of modal
parameters to individual environmental/operational conditions including wind speed,
rotor speed, yaw angle, and mean sea level when they are changed individually. In this
way, we could know where the tower stiffening in the first FA frequency and FA/SS
damping ratios comes from, which is discussed in Section 3.1.2. Some of the conditions
investigated may be unrealistic, but the study is useful for understanding overall effects on
modal parameters.

Effect of Wind Speed

In this section, we study the effect of wind speed under parked or rotating conditions.
In the parked case, the shaft is locked (rpm = 0) and the wind speed is varied between 0
and 31 m/s. In the rotating case, the turbine operates at its rated rotor speed and the wind
speed is varied between 11 and 31 m/s with zero pitch angle of the blades.

The results for the parked case are shown in Figure 10. We do not observe significant
variations of the first FA and SS natural frequencies in the parked condition as the wind
speed changes. The SS damping ratio does not change with wind speed, but the FA
damping ratio increases linearly from 1 to 5% when wind speed grows to 31 m/s. This
proves that aerodynamic damping is present in the nonrotating case; however, for an
operating turbine, the damping ratio of the FA mode is higher than that of the parked
turbine. For instance, the damping ratio at the rated wind speed of 11 m/s in Region 3 is
8.5% (Figure 9), whereas it is 2.5% for a parked turbine (Figure 10). It is indeed expected
that both rotor speed and wind speed have effects on the aerodynamic damping ratio of
the FA mode (see Section 3.1.4).
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The results for the rotating case are shown in Figure 11. We observe that the first
tower SS natural frequency and damping ratio do not change with wind speed. The natural
frequency of the first FA mode reduces from 0.292 Hz to 0.274 Hz when the wind speed
increases from the rated speed of 11 m/s to 31 m/s. As the wind speed increases, the
damping ratio of the first FA mode decreases from 8.5% (rated wind speed) to 4.9% (19 m/s),
then increases to 7.2% for a wind speed of 31 m/s.
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Figure 11. Campbell diagrams for the first FA and SS tower bending modes of the B2 OWT operating
in Region 3*.

The aerodynamic damping in this region is expected to decrease because the tip speed
ratio (TSR) and the thrust coefficient decrease for higher wind speeds. TSR, denoted as λ,
is defined in [50] as:

λ =
ΩR
U

(3)

where Ω (rad/s) is the rotational speed of the blades, R is the blade length (m), and U is the
wind speed (m/s).
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In Equation (3), as wind speed increases for a constant rotor speed, zero pitch, and
R = 75 m, λ decreases from 8.2 to 2.9 when wind speed increases from 11 m/s to 31 m/s.
Accordingly, the thrust coefficient decreases. The values of TSR and thrust coefficient (CT)
for different wind speeds are given in Table 3. The maximum CT is 0.61 (wind speed
of 11 m/s) and the lowest is 0.16 (wind speed of 31 m/s). Therefore, the thrust force
and aerodynamic stiffening effect decrease in Region 3 with the increase in wind speed,
resulting in a decrease in the natural frequencies of the FA mode. Reduction in the TSR
also results in less aerodynamic damping.

Table 3. Mean of the tip speed ratio and rotor aerodynamic thrust coefficient over time, obtained from
the OpenFAST simulations of the turbine operating at the rated rotor speed, varying wind speed, and
zero pitch angle of blades in Region 3*.

Wind Speed (m/s) Rotor Aero CT (-) TSR (-)

11 0.61 8.19
15 0.45 5.98
19 0.33 4.70
23 0.20 3.92
27 0.18 3.33
31 0.16 2.82

Effect of Pitch Angle of Blades

To determine the effect of pitch angle on the modal parameters in Region 3*, we
compare the results from Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. We studied the modal parameters in
Region 3* with varying wind speed and pitch angle in Section 3.1.2., while in Section 3.1.3.
the modal parameters were obtained in Region 3* with varying wind speed and zero
pitch angle. Comparing results of simulations of an operating turbine with or without
the pitch angle of blades in Region 3* (Figures 9 and 11) shows that pitch angle of blades
has a stiffening effect on the natural frequency of the first FA mode. The pitch angle also
increases the first FA modal damping ratio.

Effect of Rotor Speed

In this subsection, the OpenFAST model is simulated at a constant wind speed of
7 m/s, and the rotor speed varies between 0 and 11.5 m/s. As shown in Figure 12, the SS
natural frequency and damping ratio do not change with varying rpm. The changes in FA
frequency and damping ratio observed in Figure 12 are similar to the ones observed for
Region 2 when the wind speed is varied (see Figure 9). For a constant wind speed of 7 m/s,
the effects of rotor speed on frequency and damping ratio of the FA mode are comparable
to the situation where rotor speed and wind speed change at the same time; therefore, we
can conclude that the main contributing factor is the rotational speed.

Effect of Nacelle Yaw Angle

To determine the effect of nacelle yaw angle on the natural frequencies and damping
ratios of the first FA/SS modes, several yaw angles from 0 to 45◦ are considered. Note that
this is considered because of the symmetry of the support structure, which is a four-legged
jacket. For a monopile, the yaw would not affect the model dynamics. A yaw angle of 0◦

corresponds to the FA/SS directions being parallel to the sides of the platform, and for a
yaw of 45◦ the FA/SS directions are along the diagonals of the platform. The OpenFAST
simulations are at the rated wind speed of 11 m/s, aligned with the nacelle direction, and a
rotor speed of 11.5 rpm. As shown in Figure 13, the frequency of the FA mode increases by
less than 0.02 Hz with the yaw angle, which is negligible. The damping ratio also does not
change remarkably by changing the yaw angle. The reason could be that the truss structure
of the jacket makes the foundation very stiff, and the orientation of the turbine does not
change the response of the turbine significantly. The natural frequency, though, increases
slightly at the yaw position of 45◦ since the jacket is stiffer in its diagonal direction.
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Figure 12. Campbell diagrams for the first FA and SS tower bending modes of the B2 OWT operating
at a constant wind speed of 7 m/s and varying rotor speed.
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Figure 13. Yaw angle effect on the first FA and SS tower bending modes of the B2 OWT, operating at
the rated wind speed of 11 m/s and rotor speed of 11.5 rpm.

Effect of Mean Sea Level

This subsection investigates the effect of mean sea level (MSL) on the first FA/SS fre-
quencies. To study the effect of water on modal parameters of the substructure, simulations
are performed with or without using the HydroDyn module. Three cases are considered
for simulations of OpenFAST in standstill vacuum conditions (no aerodynamic loads to
isolate the effect of MSL), namely MSL = 0 m, 27.75 m, and 32.75 m. MSL = 0 means there
is no water in the model and the HydroDyn module is not used. MSL = 27.75 m is the
water level at the site of the turbine in Block Island. For the cases of MSL > 0, we use the
HydroDyn module in the simulations. The first natural frequencies of the FA/SS modes
remain constant at 0.275 Hz and 0.272 Hz in all three cases. Therefore, adding still water
to the model does not significantly affect the modal frequencies. Different results may be
obtained with different support structures. Monopiles are known to be more compliant,
and therefore the system frequencies are more likely to be affected by the hydrodynamics
(hydrodynamic added mass, damping, and stiffness).
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Effect of Soil Stiffness

This subsection studies the effect of soil stiffness (represented as soil springs) on
the modal parameters of the B2 OWT. The soil stiffness is modeled using four vertical
soil springs with equivalent stiffness under the jacket legs at mudline level. To study
the sensitivity of the first FA/SS natural frequencies to the soil stiffness, a range of spring
stiffnesses from 2.36× 109 Pa (initial soil spring value) to 2.36× 109 × 20 Pa with increments
of 2.36 × 109 × 0.5 is considered in the OpenSees FE model of the B2 OWT, where the soil
spring magnifying coefficient increases from 1 to 20. As shown in Figure 14, the vertical
soil spring has small effects (less than 1% stiffening effect) on both the FA and SS natural
frequencies. A similar study was performed for effects of lateral and rotational soil springs,
and it was concluded that the effects of lateral and rotational soil springs are much smaller
than vertical springs and thus negligible. However, soil springs are reported to affect the
monopiles more significantly [58].
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Figure 14. Effect of vertical soil spring on the first FA and SS tower bending modes of the B2 OWT in
a parked condition.

3.1.4. Analytical Sensitivity

In this section, we evaluate analytically the aerodynamic damping of the B2 OWT and
study the rotational effects on the stiffening of the operating turbine.

Aerodynamic Damping—Analytical Expressions

The main sources of damping in a wind turbine include aerodynamic, structural, soil,
hydrodynamic, and supplemental damping (from devices) [59]. For an operating turbine,
the most significant source of damping is the aerodynamic damping in the FA direction,
which originates from the interaction between the wind and the rotor [34]. The drag force
from the wind on the blades impedes the rotor vibration. The aerodynamic damping
effect is implicitly included in fully coupled wind turbine modeling packages such as
OpenFAST. Many research studies have used such packages to observe the effect of inflow
wind speeds, pitch angles, and rotation speeds on the FA aerodynamic damping [60–62].
Van Der Tempel [63] proposed a formula for calculating the aerodynamic damping, which
is simplified by Manwell et al. [64] as shown in Equation (4). It is assumed that the rotor is
operating at a relatively high tip speed ratio.

ζ =
cadp

cc
=

BρClαΩS1b
4mωn

(4)

where cc is the critical damping equal to 2mωn, cadp is the aerodynamic damping term
equal to B

2 ρclαΩs1b, S1b (m3) is the first moment of area of one blade, B is the number
of blades, Ω is the rotational speed, ρ is the atmospheric density, Clα is an assumed lift
curve slope (assumed to be constant along the blade span, i.e., before stall), m is the RNA
mass, and ωn is the first natural frequency of the wind turbine. The parameters used
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for the B2 OWT are S1b = 7080 m3, B = 3, Ω = 1.204 rad/s (11.5 rpm), ρ = 1.225 kg/m3,
Clα = 2π rad−1, m = 4.3 × 105 kg, and ωn = 1.71 rad/s (fn = 0.272 Hz). This leads to an
aerodynamic damping ratio of ζ = 6.7%. On the other hand, the numerical model’s total
damping ratio is 8.5% at the rated rotor speed and rated wind speed, shown in Figure 9. The
simulation damping ratio is computed as 1% for a parked turbine, which is the structural
Rayleigh damping. The damping ratio at the rated wind speed includes both structural
and aerodynamic damping. So, the total analytical damping ratio is 7.7%, which is the
summation of the structural damping of 1% and the aerodynamic damping of 6.7%. The
total analytical damping of 7.7% is in reasonable agreement with the numerical damping
ratio of 8.5% from OpenFAST, as shown in Figure 10. The identified damping ratios from
measured data, shown in Figure 4, are between 3 and 15% for wind speed greater than or
equal to the rated wind speed, and the analytical damping ratio is within this range.

Rotational Effects on Stiffness

The stiffening of the wind turbine system is due to the centrifugal [65,66] and gyro-
scopic effects. The gyroscopic effect on the turbine frequency is studied by many researchers
on floating offshore wind turbines (FOWTs). Bahramiasl et al. showed that the rotation
of the blades had shifted the peak of heave, surge, pitch, and yaw spectrums to a higher
frequency due to the gyroscopic effect appearing as an additional damping term [67]. Høeg
and Zhang investigated the effect of gyroscopic effects on dynamic responses of FOWTs in
idling and operational conditions [68]. They developed a 17-degrees-of-freedom FOWT
model and focused on the correct procedure for capturing the full gyroscopic couplings
in linear equations of motions. Staino and Basu proposed the modeling and control of
vibrations in wind turbines due to a change in the rotational speed of the blades [69]. They
included the effects of gravity and centrifugal stiffening due to the rotation of the blades.
They found that the rotor acceleration affected the stiffness of the system through the
interaction between the blades and the tower. Their work showed how the changes in
rotational speed affected the mechanical performance of the system.

Although the stiffening from rotational acceleration in floating turbines is the focus of
many research studies, it is not considered significant for the fixed-bottom OWTs. However,
in our BIWF study, we have observed about an 8% increase in the FA frequency from
parked to operating conditions. One of the factors involved in the stiffening of the turbine
system can be the centrifugal stiffening of the blades that will stiffen the system and affect
the frequency of the first FA mode. Also at play is the gyroscopic effect of the spinning
rotor. The inertia properties of the rotor change with the deflection of the blades, and any
changes in the rotor inertia will affect the system frequency. Aerodynamic loads also add
stiffness and damping to the system and play a role in increasing the first FA frequency.

3.2. Sensitivity Analysis Using Experimental Data

In this section, effects of different operational and environmental conditions on the
identified modal parameters of the OWT are studied using experimental data. Three
different regression models are fitted to the first FA natural frequency/damping ratio as a
function of SCADA variables representing operational conditions. Six variables (X1 to X6)
are selected as the inputs to multivariable linear regression models with modal parameters
(natural frequencies and damping ratios of the FA mode) as the outputs. The input (or
predictor) variables, X1 to X6, are the normalized wind speed, rotor speed, power, yaw
angle, wind misalignment, and collective pitch angle of the blades. All the input values are
available in the SCADA data of the turbine and are averaged over 10-min windows. The
output or response, Y, is either the first FA natural frequency or the first FA damping ratio,
estimated using the acceleration measurements through SSI-DATA [70]. All variables are
scaled to be in the range [0, 1]. Three models are considered in this sensitivity study: (1) the
standard multiple linear regression model, (2) the multiple linear regression model with
interaction terms, and (3) the polynomial degree 2 regression model with interaction terms.
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The model forms 1–3 are represented in Equations (5)–(7), respectively. The regression
coefficients are estimated through a least squares problem.

ŷ = β̂0 + β̂1x1 + β̂2x2 + . . . + β̂6x6 (5)

ŷ = β̂0 + β̂1x1 + β̂2x2 + . . . + β̂6x6 + β̂12x1x2 + β̂13x1x3 + · · ·+ β̂16x1x6+
β̂23x2x3 + β̂24x2x4 + · · ·+ β̂26x2x6 + · · ·+ β̂56x5x6

(6)

ŷ = β̂0 + β̂1x1 + β̂2x2 + . . . + β̂6x6 + β̂11x2
1 + β̂12x1x2 + β̂13x1x3 + · · ·+ β̂16x1x6+

β̂22x2
2 + β̂23x2x3 + β̂24x2x4 + · · ·+ β̂26x2x6 + · · ·+ β̂56x5x6 + β̂66x2

6
(7)

where:

• ŷ: prediction of Y based on Xi = xi for any i = 1, . . ., 6

β̂i and β̂ij: estimated model coefficients for i, j = 1, . . ., 6. The accuracy of the models
is determined by the R2, which is used to measure the goodness-of-fit. It provides the
measure of fit in a form of the proportion of variances, and it takes a value between 0
and 1. R2 = 1 means all the variability in the output (i.e., frequency and damping) can be
explained by the inputs (i.e., perfect fit), and R2 close to zero indicates that the regression
model cannot explain any of the variability in the output (i.e., worst fit).

As shown in Table 4, the R2 statistic for the FA frequency of all models is relatively
low, and it increases slightly with additional model complexity. This means that these
simple regression models can account for some variabilities in the first FA frequency and
damping ratio. For example, R2 is 0.48 for Model 3, indicating that 48% of the variability in
the output (first FA frequency) has been explained by the regression model. The R2 for the
first FA damping ratio is larger than those for the FA frequency, 0.64 for Model 3; therefore,
the variability of the first FA damping ratio is better explained by the regression models.
The R2 of the first FA damping ratio also increases slightly when adding model complexity.

Table 4. R2 statistics for the multiple linear regression models.

Model FA Frequency FA Damping

1 0.38 0.59
2 0.46 0.63
3 0.48 0.64

The regression coefficients of the normalized inputs can indicate the influence of inputs
on the output, i.e., the level of sensitivity. As shown in Table 5, rotor speed has the largest
coefficient, β̂2 = 0.06, for the first FA frequency, so the first FA is most sensitive to rotor
speed. It should be noted that the coefficient values are relative. The parameters with larger
effects on the first FA damping are rotor speed and power while wind speed and pitch
angle also show moderate effects.

Table 5. Coefficients of Model 1, multiple linear regression model with only main effects.

Regression Coefficient Related Variable Name FA Frequency FA Damping

Intercept (β̂0) Constant 0.30 1.80
β̂1 Wind speed −0.01 −1.48
β̂2 Rotor speed 0.06 3.90
β̂3 Power −0.03 3.21
β̂4 Yaw −0.01 −0.81
β̂5 Misalignment −0.01 −0.95
β̂6 Pitch −0.01 −1.57
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4. Discussion

In this study, a stiffening effect is observed on the first tower natural frequency in
the FA direction by increasing wind speed and rotor speed from idling to operation. The
first FA natural frequency increases by 8.5% from 0.272 Hz to 0.295 Hz. The stiffening
of the wind turbine system mostly happens in Regions 1 and 2 of the power curve. In
Region 3 of the power curve, the rotor speed is constant, and, as the wind speed increases
from 12 m/s to 31 m/s, the first FA natural frequency slightly increases from 0.295 Hz to
0.297 Hz. The stiffening of the first FA mode can likely be attributed to the centrifugal
stiffening of the blades. This is supported by the fact that the simulation with rigid blades
(therefore without centrifugal stiffening effects) did not show a stiffening of the first FA
mode. Based on the simulation results, the pitch angle of blades also affects the natural
frequency of the first FA mode. It also increases the first FA damping ratio.

The first FA damping ratios identified from the measurements over the considered
time windows vary between 0 and 15% with a mean value of 5.9% and standard deviation
of 3.0%. A simplified analytical calculation was presented and provided a mean damping
ratio of 7.7% for the first FA mode considering the aerodynamic damping, which is close to
the identified damping ratios. The OpenFAST results show that the damping ratio of the
first FA mode increases from 1% to 8.5% when the wind speed changes from 0 to 11 m/s,
whereas it stays constant for greater wind speeds (as the blades are pitched and the rotor
speed is constant).

In parked conditions (nonrotating), we do not observe significant variations of the first
FA and SS natural frequencies as the wind speed increases. We observe some aerodynamic
damping in the nonrotating case, but it is significantly lower than in the operating case.

From the coefficients of regression models fitted to the experimental results, the first
FA natural frequency was observed to be more affected by the rotor speed compared to
other operational and environmental factors considered. The change in FA damping ratio
depends on rotor speed, power, and to a lesser extent on wind speed and pitch.

Based on the experimental and the simulation results, the natural frequency and
damping ratio of the first SS mode are generally constant and do not show significant
variation with operational and environmental conditions.

5. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, we developed three models of an OWT with a jacket support structure in
the BIWF using the OpenSees, SAP2000, and OpenFAST modeling tools and compared their
modal parameters with experimental data. Using the OpenFAST model, we investigated
the dependencies of the first FA and SS natural frequencies and damping ratios with
respect to several operational and environmental conditions for the B2 OWT. Furthermore,
regression models were used to study the sensitivity of six operational variables on the
natural frequency and damping of the first FA mode of this OWT using experimental data.
Based on results from simulations and the regression model, we observed that the increases
in wind speed, rotor speed, power, and pitch angle of blades have stiffening effects on
the first FA natural frequency and increase the first FA damping ratio of the B2 OWT. It
is concluded that there is about 8% stiffening, i.e., an increase in the first FA frequency,
and the aerodynamic damping is 7.5% during the operation of the turbine. On the other
hand, the impacts of yaw angle, soil spring stiffness, and the presence of water or mean sea
level on the first FA natural frequency and damping ratio of the jacket-supported B2 OWT
are negligible.

We expect that the stiffening effect of rotor speed, wind speed, power, and pitch angle
of blades on the first FA natural frequency and their impacts on the first FA damping ratio
are true for other fixed-bottom OWTs (e.g., monopiles). We also expect that the yaw angle
would not affect the first natural frequency and damping ratio, whereas the conclusions on
the soil spring stiffness and mean sea level cannot be extended to monopiles.
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